
MUSIC RECORDING SERVICES

927 6th Street  |  Boone | Iowa  |  50036 
Email:  service@fortestudios.us 
Phone:  515-309-1524 
www.iowarecording.com 
www.fortestudios.us 
www.facebook.com/fortestudios 

FAQ  (Frequently Asked Questions)

Do you use an audio engineer for all recordings? 
We include our in-house audio engineer on all projects.  We 
utilize this approach, because it is efficient and provides the best 
experience.  No one knows the environment, equipment and 
routing better than our engineer.  Our engineer has earned his 
bachelor of science in recording arts and is pro-tools certified. 

Can I tour the studio before committing to a service? 
You bet!  Frankly, we recommend you visit the studio and our 
engineer before starting any project.  We offer free consultation, 
estimates and tours.   Consider Forte Studios not just as an 
option, but also a resource that educates on the principles and 
science to look for in a top notch studio. 

Can I record my voice with beats, instrumentals or karaoke? 
This a a great gift, audition or commercial idea.  Rappers, soloists, 
vocalist and the like are welcomed to bring their instrumental 
tracks into the studio.  Our studio provides over 17,000 
instruments and digital samples.  We have a music producer that 
can create custom samples and instrumentals for your project! 

Recording Prices:  Vocals: $36/hour  | Single Instrument: $48/hr |  
Drums: $60/hr  | Ensemble: $78/hr  |  Mixing: $50/hr

“Be Dynamic ~ Be Heard”
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—We Care—  Recordings are timeless.  They are a snapshot 
of people, places and ideas in time.  A recording can last 
a lifetime… why not differentiate it as your best?

RECORDING ENVIRONMENT

BANDS & ENSEMBLES

Competitive Pricing

“Carefully Engineered & Crafted to ensure the highest 
fidelity and clarity in audio recording”

VOCALISTS & SONGWRITERS

Over 2,000 sqft. of space for any size of project, featuring:

Save Money ~ Our rates are based on 
the complexity of the instrument or 
project.  We GUARANTEE your 
satisfaction!

“We exemplify the 
art & science of 
audio recording”

World-class recording and mixing 
technology.  We use microphones such 
as the Neumann U87ai or AKG C414 
partnered with Avalon or Millennia 
pre-amplifiers and connected with 
Mogami cables.  Enhance a mix with 
over 600 professional digital plugins.

2 Large Live Rooms 
2 Isolation Rooms 
1 Vocal Room 
1 Private Lounge

Our customer rated 5 star service experience provides options for 
your success.  Record together, individually, digitally or acoustically.  
Either way, our sound resistant and engineered space stops the 
transfer of noise between rooms for a clean multi-track recording.


